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Modern data centers each contains thousands of servers, each hosting dozens of virtual 
machines. Therefore, both local disks and remote storage servers are exposed to heavy storage and I/O 
workloads. To mitigate this issue, we propose to leverage the content similarity amount VMs and trim 
I/O requests before storage devices. First we studied the degree and pattern of similarity among VM 
images from a production cloud, indicating a compression ratio of ~70% [Middleware-Industrial 2011]. 
Based on the observations, we developed multiple I/O optimization technologies. To reduce the I/O 
traffic between compute nodes and storage servers, we developed VDN [INFOCOM 2012], a peer-to-
peer content distribution network (CDN) which leverages similar image data blocks on nearby neighbor 
nodes. Furthermore, to avoid duplicate memory usage of a VM guest and its physical host to cache 
identical blocks, we developed a functionally partitioned method, where the host only caches data in 
base images and a VM guest only caches its own “private data” [HotCloud 2012]. Finally, to reduce 
duplicate memory cache usage among VMs on a compute/hypervisor node, we developed VMAR 
[Middleware 2013], which creates a block translation map at VM image creation time and uses it to 
redirect accesses for identical blocks to the same filesystem address before they reach the OS.  
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